Abstract Information spreading is an interesting field in the domain of online social media. In this work, we are investigating how well different seed selection strategies affect the spreading processes simulated using independent cascade model on eighteen multilayer social networks. Fifteen networks are built based on the user interaction data extracted from Facebook public pages and tree of them are multilayer networks downloaded from public repository (two of them being Twitter networks). The results indicate that various state of the art seed selection strategies for singlelayer networks like K-Shell or VoteRank do not perform so well on multilayer networks and are outperformed by Degree Centrality.
Introduction
Since the emergence of Network Science [2] one of the most interesting research questions was: How the influence and information spread through the network of social interactions and how to maximize it? [8] There are many approaches to maximize the final coverage of the spreading and one of them is selecting proper set of initial seeds which will initialize the process. This set should consist of nodes with the highest combined potential to reach as big portion (in terms of no. of members) of network as possible. Those node are often called Influential users and play an important role in information propagation on online social networks as they have the highest impact on other users in the network.
While the problem of seed selection is quite well investigated in single layered networks with many state of the art methods like K-Shell [9] or VoteRank [15] . The question is if those approaches will still be the best for multilayer networks which are an relatively new trend in how to model complex networks? [4] [12] Therefore, in this paper we evaluate four seed selection strategies: Degree Centrality [1] , KShell [9] , VoteRank [15] and ARL [7] (Section 2.3), using Independent Cascade Model (ICM) [13] to simulate the spreading process (Section 2.2) over fourteen multilayer networks are built based on the user interaction data extracted from Facebook public pages (Table 1 ) and tree multilayer networks downloaded from a public repository ( Table 2) .
The results are presented in Section 3 and indicate that various state of the art seed selection strategies for single-layer networks like K-Shell or VoteRank do not perform so well on multilayer networks and are outperformed by simple Degree Centrality.
Methods
This section describes the dataset used in our research and social networks created based on it, the information cascade model and various seed selection methods together with the statistical methods used to evaluate our findings.
Dataset and network model
The dataset used in this study is a subset of public Facebook pages collected by Erlandsson et. al. [6] and is publicly available at Harvard Dataverse [5] . The data from these pages were parsed and for each post the corresponding likes and comments were extracted. We considered each page a separate dataset/network. Table 1 shows the basic information about investigated 14 Facebook pages.
From each page we build two bipartite networks, one for users' comments and one for users' likes. An example of these two networks are shown in Fig.1a where the network shown to the left illustrates comments for the users A − E towards the posts 0 − 10, and the network on the right illustrates likes (from the same set of users to the same set of posts). From these two networks we create a multilayer network as shown in Figure 1b . In the multilayer network the posts have been removed and the interactions towards the post were replaced by direct connection between users interacting with that post. Nodes represents users, and edges between two users indicates that they interacted with the same post, i.e. either they both liked it or they both commented on it. The blue layer represents comments and the green layer represents likes. Each node represent the same user on each layer, i.e., node A in the Comments layer is the same user as node A in the Likes layer. To complement that and to ensure that our findings are not a result of some Facebook properties or the way in which we have prepared our networks we have added to our experiments three social networks from an open repository 1 , shown in Table 2. Please note that in order to be able to compare the results if some network has more than two layers we are using just two of them. 
Independent Cascade Model
In this study the Independent Cascade Model (ICM) [13] was used for modeling information spreading. ICM requires a set of activated nodes at the beginning (seeds) and runs over a limited number of diffusion steps where recently activated nodes has one chance to activate each of its neighbors with the currently configured activation probability. Thus, if node A is activated on step 3 it can activate it's neighbors only in step 4, but not in the following steps. In our case we ran experiments with the activation probability 1%. This value was selected due to the high average node degree (edges connected to each node) in the multilayer network. We have limited the ICM to 10 diffusion steps as the number of activated nodes converge here, and the number of seeds to be 1% of the number of nodes in the network. Here 1% means that we identify 1% seeds from each layer and then iteratively select one seed from each layer until we have 1% in total. Say that we have {A, B, C, D} from layer 1 and {E, F, G, H} from layer 2. This will result in the following seeds {A, E, B, F}. The used implementation of ICM activates nodes separately per layer on each step and the set of activated nodes is updated after each step by summing activated nodes sets from each layer. I.e., diffusion is computed fist for the Likes layer and then for the Comments layer, if node B is activated in the Likes layer in the current step the node B will also be activated on the Comments layer before continuing to the next diffusion step. Figure 1b illustrates the spreading process for our toy example. The initial seed is the node B in the Comments layer (shown in white). As we are considering each node to be infected after each infection step we let node B in the Likes layer to also be infected (illustrated as yellow). After the first infection step the node E in the Comments layer and nodes C and A in the Likes layer activated. Resulting in the nodes C and A in the Comments layer and node E in Likes layer also to become infected. In step two the node D in the Likes layer is activated, thus activates node D in the Comments layer. With this model and toy network all nodes are activated after just two steps.
Seed selection
Influential users or, activation seeds were selected using three network based state of the art methods Degree Centrality [1] , K-Shell [9] , and VoteRank [15] , together with a machine learning method, ARL [7] as an efficient and accurate method for ranking users on social networks. We also included a Random sample of seeds as a baseline. All of the investigated methods for seed selection are ranking methods and we select the top nodes with highest rank to use as seeds for the ICM.
Degree Centrality is a network measure which indicates how many connections with the rest of network each node has, it has the advantage of being easy to compute once the network is created. K-shell is a measure that is determined using shell decomposition. The highest K-Shell number is considered to be the "core" of the network. To efficiently rank seeds we combined the K-Shell rank with degree. By doing this we have created hybrid measure which eliminate K-Shell disadvantage i.e. it does not have enough granularity and multiple nodes can belong to the same K-Shell thus one would have to choose the seeds randomly. VoteRank selects seeds iteratively by letting each nodes' neighbors vote using a penalized model where nodes close to an already selected seed will have a decreased voting score/power, and already selected node will not have voting rights.
Using ARL to identify seeds have the advantage of not requiring creating the network before identifying influential users. The chosen ARL algorithm Eclat [14] also have the advantage of being able to reduce the dataset by using a threshold, saying that a user must be active on at least a predefined number of posts to be included in the computation. In this work we do not use a fixed value of this threshold, instead we start with an relatively large number and decrease this number until we hit a computational limit and then we use the lowest successful limit and return the computed result. The reported timings shown in Fig.4 illustrate the computation time for the final selected threshold as in a real world setting this threshold value will be configured before running the ARL algorithm. The major time consumption of ARL is in building list of when users appear together. For example, user A is active on posts 1, 2 & 3, user B is active on posts 2 & 3 et cetera. A typical rule is {A, B} ⇒ C, i.e. if A and B appears so will C. A limitation of ARL is that it only ranks a subset of the users. The ranked users are then used as seeds for ICM. The ranked number of seeds identified by ARL is used by VoteRank to limit the number of seeds computed and to compare the models fairly.
Statistical evaluation
The coverage is used as an evaluation metric at each step in the ICM. As such, it is possible at each step to measure how quickly the information spreads. Most research today uses the final coverage as the primary evaluation metric [9, 15, 16] . However, as can be seen in Figure 2 , the coverage tend to stabilize over seed selection methods after a certain amount of steps. As such, there are drawbacks to using the final coverage as evaluation metric. First, there is always a chance that different algorithms converge to the same final coverage. Second, evaluating the mean or the median of the coverage will also give misleading measurements, as it doesn't take into account the development rate of the coverage. Consequently, evaluating only on the final coverage is inadvisable.
As such, in this study the primary evaluation metric is the area under curve of coverage (AUC), i.e. how much area will there be under the coverage curve. A larger area denotes a faster rise in coverage, a higher coverage, or both. In this study is the AUC normalized based on the number of diffusion steps computed.
The AUC captures the development of the coverage over the steps in the ICM. Consequently, comparing the AUC allows the comparison of the methods performance on pages. The AUC is calculated using the MESS R-package. It should be noted that the AUC is not to be confused with the AUROC (Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics curve), which is often colloquially referred to as AUC.
To investigate whether any statistical significant difference exist between the different methods, the Friedman test is used [3] . The Friedman test is a non-parametric test that evaluates different treatments (in this case different seed selection algorithms) over multiple datasets. A non-parametric test is chosen over a parametric as normality cannot be assumed over the different datasets. As the test only detects whether a statistical significant difference exists, and not where the difference exists, a post-hoc test is necessary to determine where the difference is located. The Nemenyi test is used as a post-hoc test [3] .
Results
We have run experiments for eighteen multilayer networks, 1% activation probability, 1% of nodes as initial seeds and five seed selection strategies. This resulted in 90 combinations of experiment parameters. For each combination we run 10 simulations of spreading process using Independent Cascade Model (ICM). The results show that selecting seeds with high Degree Centrality performs the highest activation coverage and also is the simplest and thus fastest method for seed selection.
To illustrate how different activation probabilities and how ICM behaves in both single-and multilayer networks we ran ICM on one of the pages with different settings. Figure 2 shows the spreading process for the page no. 8 for different activation probabilities (1% for Fig 2a and Fig 2c, and 10% for Fig 2b and Fig 2d) and two different network types. This two types are a multilayer network created from the users' Comments (first layer) and Likes (second layer), shown in Fig 2a and Fig 2b; and a single layer network created from the users' Comments, shown in Fig 2c and  Fig 2d. Please note that the plots for the multilayer graph reaches higher coverage faster than the plots for the single-layer graph as the multilayer graph is more dense, see Table 1 for more information. 3.1 The final coverage for various seed selection methods Figure 3 shows the resulting mean AUC for the 17 pages investigated. The relatively low AUC is due to some of the multilayer networks have many connected components and that the seeds are just selected from a few of these components. The Friedman found significant differences between the seed selection methods over the pages (χ 2 = 43.333, d f = 4, p = 8.824e −09 ), with respect to activation coverage with an activation probability of 1%. The Nemenyi post-hoc test, presented in Table 3 , shows statistical significant differences between Degree Centrality and a Random sample, ARL, and K-Shell. Further, There were also a statistical significant difference between VoteRank and a Random sample when comparing the AUC.
As such, the results indicates that Degree Centrality perform significantly better than the other seed selection methods (except VoteRank), i.e. the AUC for this method were significantly larger than for the other seed selection methods in general. Further, VoteRank is significantly better than a Random sample. Interestingly Fig. 3 Mean AUC of the activation coverage for different seed selection methods. The AUC is calculated on 10 steps and 1% activation probability of the activation coverage from ICM in a multilayer network. there is no significant difference between a Random sample and either ARL or KShell, i.e., selecting seeds using these methods were not statistically better than selecting seeds at random. Figure 4 show the time complexity of the investigated pages for seed selection with the four different methods. Both VoteRank and ARL are slower than the other methods. The execution time for each page in Fig. 4 is an average from ten runs, and the error bars are indicating the standard deviation.
Time complexity of seed selection methods
For the three network based seed selection algorithms (Degree, K-Shell and VoteRank) the major time complexity consumer shown in Fig.4 is the network creation from our dataset. On the other hand, the major time consumer for the ARL method is the building of item sets. Further more, we only calculate the same number of seeds for VoteRank as the ARL method identified, while for Degree and K-Shell we calculated the ranking for the whole network. A Friedman test shows significant differences between seed selection methods (χ 2 = 29.314, d f = 3, p = 1.923e −06 ). The Nemenyi post-hoc test found significant differences between Degree Centrality and all other methods when comparing time complexity for seed selection, e.g. Degree performed significantly faster than the other methods. K-Shell, VoteRank, and ARL are significantly slower than Degree Centrality and there is no internal significant difference between these methods, see Table 4 .
Conclusion
We have evaluated five seed selection strategies to see how they affects information cascade in multiplex networks. The evaluation was made on 14 public pages on Facebook, two datasets with Twitter data, and one dataset describing Florentine families in the Renaissance.
The results show that Degree Centrality and VoteRank performs best for seed selection in multiplex networks. The results show that although ARL can be used for seed selection in an information cascade setting it is not preferred as it performs equally as a Random sample. Further, Degree Centrality is significantly faster than the other methods. If we take into consideration both time complexity and final number of activated users the Degree Centrality is the most optimal seed selection strategy for all tested networks.
